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Background 

As part of its own programme of activities, Sea Alarm gathers information on national arrangements for oiled 

wildlife preparedness in its Country Wildlife Response Profiles, which are published on the Sea Alarm Website 

as a free resource. These profiles provide a picture of the status of national oiled wildlife preparedness in 

coastal countries, as background information in the event that Sea Alarm would be mobilised to one of these 

countries to assist in in emergency wildlife response.  

Sea Alarm updates its Country Profiles on a regular basis, but it is a continuing challenge to keep information 

recent across a database of 108 countries. In parallel to the information that is being provided by EWG OWR 

countries on their national preparedness arrangements, Sea Alarm would like to take the opportunity to 

review the information in the Baltic Profiles in order to reflect the most up to date information. Country 

Profiles for the following countries can be found in Annex: Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Latvia, 

Lithuania, Poland, Russia (Baltic Sea) and Sweden. 

Action requested 

The Meeting is invited to review the information pertaining to their national Sea Alarm Country Wildlife 

Response Profile and send any updates and corrections to saskia@sea-alarm.org by the end of February 

2021. A word version of the profiles can be provided if needed to facilitate providing comments. 

 

Annex – Baltic Country Profiles 

Denmark 

Estonia 

Finland 

Germany 

Latvia 

Lithuania 

Poland 

Russia (Baltic Sea) 

Sweden 

https://www.sea-alarm.org/publications/country-wildlife-response-profiles/country-profiles/
mailto:saskia@sea-alarm.org
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Introduction
Denmark is located between the North Sea and Baltic Sea, is the smallest and southernmost of the Nordic countries,
consisting of a large peninsula, Jutland, which borders northern Germany, and a large number of islands (Danish
Archipelago) the largest of which are Zealand, Funen, Vensyssel-Thy, Lolland and Bornholm.  Denmark's coastline is
more than 7,400 km long, consisting largely of marshland, mudflats, inlets and coastal meadows.

At Risk Wildlife
Avian Species - approximately 42 species of waterbirds (seabirds, shorebirds, waders and ducks) are listed as breeding
in Denmark, of which 15 are on the HELCOM Redlist. Another 9 HELCOM Redlist species winter in the area. In addition
IUCN Redlist species of concern in Denmark include common eider, great cormorant, little tern and black scoter. Almost
the entire population of pale-bellied brent geese from the Svalbard winter in Denmark, along with thousands of other
waterfowl, waders and shorebirds.

Marine mammals - Common (harbour) and grey seals are the most common seal species, with ringed, harp and hooded
seals found less regularly.
The harbour porpoise is the most common cetacean in both the Baltic and North Seas. Great whales are rare in this
part of the North Sea, however there have also been regular sightings of white-beaked and Atlantic white-sided dolphin
in deeper waters near the Skagerrak Strait. False killer whales have stranded in Denmark and orca (killer whale) have
been recorded within the strait, although these species are less likely to be a significant factor during a response.

Marine Reptiles - marine turtles are extremely rare in Danish waters, thus unlikely to be a concern during an oil spill.

Regional Seas
Baltic Sea
Northeast Atlantic (North Sea)

Past experience
A number of spill incidents have happened in or near Danish waters, including the Fu Shan Hai (2003), Baltic Carrier
(2001), IBN Rochd (1984) and the Jan (1985). In the aftermath of the Baltic Carrier a few hundred oiled birds were
found. Live birds were euthanized. Also in the aftermath of the Fu Shan Hai oil spill, an unknown number of oiled birds
were found at the island of Bornholm and all live animals were euthanised.

Response: the role of the authorities
The Royal Danish Navy is responsible for national contingency arrangements and has overall responsibility for
managing pollution incidents. Aerial surveillance is the responsibility of the Royal Danish Airforce. The Danish
Emergency Management Agency (DEMA) and regional or local councils are responsible for shoreline cleanup. Local
councils manage pollution response in harbours, and share responsibility with the Danish Environment Protection
Agency (EPA) for restoration.
The Danish Nature and Forest Agency has responsibility for oiled wildlife response and management. The primary oiled
wildlife response strategy is field euthanasia. The contingency plan is, however, scheduled to for revision. It is possible
that exceptions to the present type of response might be made in future, particularly for species of special concern (e.g.
IUCN or HELCOM Redlist).

Oiled wildlife response
Formal guidelines?
The Danish Nature and Forest Agency has developed a contingency plan for marine mammals and seabirds (available
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in Danish only). The plan provides a set of guidelines for the local forest districts to apply in the event of an oil pollution
incident involving animals. These guidelines, which are being revised, are implemented by means of local response 
plans.

Response objectives and strategy
The Nature and Forest Agency aims to minimise suffering and stress, often through field euthanasia via hunters.

Euthanasia or rehabilitation?
At present, euthanasia is the preferred option, however the contingency plan is presently being reviewed and updated.

Impact assessment
Birdlife Denmark will be involved in a coordinated effort to collect and analyse dead birds.

Notification and early response
In case of an oiled wildlife incident, the oil spill authorities will notify the Forest and Nature Agency, which will notify the
local district authority (-ies) in question. The Agency will not automatically notify wildlife responders.

Wildlife responders
Wildlife responders will primarily be the licensed hunters whose activities will be coordinated by the local Forest District.
Wildlife rehabilitators may be allowed to rescue and rehabilitate wildlife; this will be a local, ad hoc decision. 

Cooperation between stakeholders
All main stakeholders are aware of the formal policy guidelines recommending the euthanasia of oiled animals. In
certain cases, the rehabilitation of oiled animals may be allowed. During an oiled wildlife response, stakeholders can be
expected to effectively cooperate on the beach and apply predefined guidelines as appropriate. 

Denmark is a signatory to the Helsinki Convention (HELCOM) and the Copenhagen Agreement (with Finland, Iceland,
Norway and Sweden).

Permanent facilities
There is a network of wildlife rehabilitation centres affiliated with the Dyrenes Beskyttelse (Animal Welfare Denmark), all
of which work on a voluntary basis. Present level of experience and capacity to care for oiled wildlife is not clear.

Current processes
No reference.

Documentation and references
General references
ITOPF Country Profile
Baltic Marine Mammal List (HELCOM)
Baltic Breeding Bird List (HELCOM)
HELCOM Redlist
Birdlife International
Progress with the integration of oiled wildlife response into response planning (Background document for 2013
HELCOM Ministerial Meeting)
Report on the first stage of the development of the Baltic Sea Oiled Wildlife Rehabilitators group (Sea Alarm 2014)
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Terms and Conditions

These Country Wildlife Profiles are provided in good faith as a guide only and are based on information
obtained from a variety of sources over a period of time. This information is subject to change and should,
in each case, be independently verified before reliance is placed on it. Country Wildlife Profiles may have

been issued solely to incorporate additional or revised information under one heading only. Each Profile has
 therefore not necessarily been completely verified or updated as at the stated Date of Issue.

Sea Alarm hereby excludes, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any and all liability to any person,
corporation or other entity for any loss, damage or expense resulting from reliance or use of these Country 

Wildlife Profiles.

© Sea Alarm Foundation, 2014

These Country Wildlife Profiles may be reproduced by any means for noncommercial distribution without
addition, deletion or amendment, provided an acknowledgment of the source is given and these Terms &

Conditions are reproduced in full.

These Country Wildlife Profiles may not be reproduced without the prior written permission of
Sea Alarm Foundation either for commercial distribution or with addition, deletion or amendment.
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Introduction
Estonia is located on the northeastern Baltic Sea, bordered by Latvia to the south, Russia to the west/northwest, the
Gulf of Finland to the north and the Gulf of Riga to the west/southwest. The country’s 3,794km of coastline is divided,
with 1,242km along the mainland and 2,552km on offshore islands. Estonia also borders one of the busiest shipping
routes in the Baltic leading to and from the Russian oil port near St. Petersburg. 

At Risk Wildlife

Avian Species - breeding populations of nearly 50 species of seabirds are found in Estonia. Of particular concern are
the Slavonian grebe, tufted duck, greater scaup, common eider, velvet scoter, southern dunlin, ruff, ruddy turnstone and
Caspian tern.
Wintering species from the HELCOM redlist include red and black throated diver, red necked and Slavonian grebe,
common eider, long-tailed duck, common and velvet scoter, red-breasted merganser, little gull, black-legged kittiwake
and black guillemot

Marine mammals - three species of marine mammal are found in Estonian waters- grey and ringed seals, and harbour
porpoise.

Regional Seas
Baltic Sea

Past experience
Prior to 2006 there had been no major spills in Estonia waters. In that year an illegal discharge of an estimated 20
tonnes of oil from an unidentified source into the Gulf of Finland led to the oiling of thousands of wintering seabirds.  A
limited number of birds were saved due to the conditions at the time but this event led to the development of some
limited oiled wildlife response capabilities within the country.

Response: the role of the authorities
The Ministry of Internal Affairs has overall responsibility for marine pollution control, with coordination of response
delegated to the Estonian Border Guard for territorial waters and the Peipus, Lämmi and Pihkva Lakes. Onshore
response is handled by the National Rescue Board and regional and local authorities.
Oiled wildlife response is managed by the Estonian Environmental Board (KKA), which has a cooperative agreement in 
place with the Estonian Fund for Nature (ELF).

Oiled wildlife response
Formal guidelines? 
An oiled wildlife response plan was developed in 2013 as a cooperative effort between KKA and ELF. There is also a 
formal set of guidelines for mutual cooperation with Finland and Sweden as needed.

Response objectives and strategy
Wildlife rehabilitation is a primary focus of the plan, with euthanasia utilised on a case-by-case basis on animal welfare
grounds when successful rehabilitation is unlikely.

Euthanasia or rehabilitation?
See above.

Impact assessment
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There is a sensitivity atlas developed as part of the National Contingency Plan. The KKA would likely take the lead in
impact assessment.

Notification and early response
The KKA notifies the ELF when there is wildlife impacted by an oil spill.

Wildlife responders
The Estonian Fund for Nature (ELF) is the primary NGO active in oiled wildlife response. ELF is a member of the
European Oiled Wildlife Responders and was involved in the development of that group’s Oiled Wildlife Response
Manual.
A small wildlife rehabilitation centre exists in Nigula in southwest Estonia, however this organisation does not have
experience in oiled wildlife response. 

Cooperation between stakeholders
There is a history of cooperation between government authorities and ELF based on activities in the wake of the 2006
mystery spill. As noted above, there is a cooperative agreement in place between Estonia, Finland and Sweden for
mutual actions as needed.

Estonia is a member of Helsinki Convention and maintains bilateral agreements with the Russian Federation and
Finland for oil spill response. 

Permanent facilities
There are no permanent facilities in the country. There is a mobile tent system available and there is converted house
with standby equipment on the west coast.

Current processes
ELF is an active member of the European Oiled Wildlife Responders group and participated in developing the European
Oiled Wildlife Care Guidelines. ELF provides on-going training of volunteers in oiled wildlife response.

Documentation and references
General references
General references
ITOPF Profile
Birdlife International
Baltic Breeding Birds (HELCOM)
Baltic Marine Mammals (HELCOM)
HELCOM Redlist
Progress with the integration of oiled wildlife response into response planning (Background document for 2013
HELCOM Ministerial Meeting)
Report on the first stage of the development of the Baltic Sea Oiled Wildlife Rehabilitators group (Sea Alarm 2014)

Terms and Conditions

These Country Wildlife Profiles are provided in good faith as a guide only and are based on information
obtained from a variety of sources over a period of time. This information is subject to change and should,
in each case, be independently verified before reliance is placed on it. Country Wildlife Profiles may have

been issued solely to incorporate additional or revised information under one heading only. Each Profile has
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 therefore not necessarily been completely verified or updated as at the stated Date of Issue.

Sea Alarm hereby excludes, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any and all liability to any person,
corporation or other entity for any loss, damage or expense resulting from reliance or use of these Country 

Wildlife Profiles.

© Sea Alarm Foundation, 2014

These Country Wildlife Profiles may be reproduced by any means for noncommercial distribution without
addition, deletion or amendment, provided an acknowledgment of the source is given and these Terms &

Conditions are reproduced in full.

These Country Wildlife Profiles may not be reproduced without the prior written permission of
Sea Alarm Foundation either for commercial distribution or with addition, deletion or amendment.
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Introduction
The Republic of Finland borders on Sweden and the Gulf of Bothnia to the west, Russia to the east, Norway to the
north, and the Gulf of Finland to the south. The country’s 46,062 km of coastline includes numerous islands, bays and
inlets. In the Gulf of Finland are several archipelagos, the Åland Islands and the Turku archipelago being the largest.
Much of the coastline is rocky with some sand beaches and a few marshy areas.
The Gulf of Finland is most at risk from oil spills due to heavy Russian shipping traffic, whereas the Gulf of Bothnia has
no major shipping routes.

At Risk Wildlife
Avian Species
The Baltic Sea is an important wintering area for seabirds, with around nine million birds of approximately 30 species
spending time on the offshore banks, in lagoons and along the coasts.  HELCOM Redlist species breeding in Finland
include Slavonian grebe, tufted duck, greater scaup, common eider, velvet scoter, southern dunlin, and Terek
sandpiper.

Marine mammals
Grey and ringed (Baltic subpopulation) seals are resident throughout the Baltic. Saimaa ringed seals, with a small 
population of approximately 300 animals, are found exclusively in Lake Saimaa, thus only an inland spill affecting the
lake would impact them. Common (harbour) seal populations are increasing after near extinction locally (Baltic Sea).
The Baltic Sea subpopulation of harbour porpoise is considered distinct from that of the North Sea, Kattegat and
Skagerrak and is listed as CITES Appendix II. Other dolphins and whales are rarely seen in the Baltic.

Marine Reptiles
Sea turtles have not been recorded in the Baltic.

Regional Seas
Baltic Sea (Gulf of Finland, Gulf of Bothnia)

Past experience
Since 1970 there have been four major oil spills, none of which resulted in large numbers of oiled wildlife. Some
members of the WWF Finland oiled wildlife response force have assisted with rehabilitation during spills in other parts of
Europe.

Response: the role of the authorities
The Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE), operating under the Ministry of Environment, is the competent national 
authority for marine oil and HNS pollution response. Where appropriate, SYKE may call for executive assistance from 
other authorities.
In addition, individual coastal municipalities are required to maintain response capacity within their areas of
responsibility, as advised and supervised by the Centres for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment.
Rescue Service Authorities are involved with joint contingency planning with the local municipalities.
SYKE is also responsible for initiating and coordinating an oiled wildlife response. WWF-Finland (the recognised oiled
wildlife responder) and the Rescue Service authorities (who advise and supervise municipalities and commercial
companies on issues of preparedness and response) will cooperate with SYKE in mounting a response as needed.
Finland has its own national Oil Pollution Compensation Fund, which has financed the development of a mobile oiled
wildlife response unit. This Fund should be expected to pre-finance oiled wildlife response costs.
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Oiled wildlife response
Formal guidelines? 
An oiled wildlife response plan, drawn up by SYKE in cooperation with Helsinki City Rescue Department, Eastern-
Uusimaa Emergency Services Department and WWF Finland, was implemented in 2014. SYKE maintains charge of
that plan and provides two trained ornithologists from its Natural Environment Centre to oversee the oiled wildlife
response, one to work in the command centre (ensuring wildlife is integrated into the overall response) and one in the
rehabilitation facility (overseeing treatment of the animals). 
WWF Finland is responsible for bringing in trained volunteers to care for the birds. Over the years WWF Finland has 
trained approximately 6,700 volunteers who can assist in a response in two 3-day training sessions held each year.
SYKE maintains a contract with Eastern-Uusimaa Emergency Services Department to activate and transport the mobile
Bird Cleaning Unit (BCU). The BCU rehabilitation centre is managed in cooperation with regional emergency services, 
the regional centre for economic development, transport and the environment, a designated veterinarian in charge and
a WWF Finland representative. SYKE, in cooperation with regional authorities, has mapped out suitable places for
positioning the BCU in both coastal and inland areas.
In larger oiled wildlife responses, follow-up treatment would be organised in the small number of bird rehabilitation
facilities in southern Finland.

Response objectives and strategy
The main objective is to capture, rehabilitate and release as many individual birds as possible. Where large numbers of
birds are affected, endangered species and mature females are given priority.

Euthanasia or rehabilitation?
Euthanasia is performed in cases where capture is not possible or if the chance for a successful rehabilitation is low.

Impact assessment
As trained ornithologists from SYKE’s Natural Environment Centre are integral to the Oiled Wildlife Response plan, it
may be assumed that some form of impact assessment will be undertaken.

Notification and early response
Initial notification goes to the nearest Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre or, in the case of inland or small regional
spills, the local Rescue Service Authorities. The information is then given to the duty officer at SYKE, who mobilises the
appropriate personnel. 

Wildlife responders
WWF Finland is designated as the lead NGO for oiled wildlife response in the National Oiled Wildlife Response Plan
(updated 2013) and is able to mobilise trained volunteers from their extensive database, under a collaboration contract
with SYKE. SYKE provides trained ornithologists to oversee the rehabilitation process working in cooperation with
regional authorities, the designated veterinarian in charge, and WWF Finland. Individual bird centres in southern
Finland may be utilised for follow-up treatment in larger incidents. Beginning in 2014, a expert volunteer group of bird
ringers is being established to work on capture of oiled birds under the guidance of  SYKE, WWF Finland and the
regional authorities.

Cooperation between stakeholders
Within Finland close cooperation exists between WWF Finland, SYKE and regional authorities.
Finland is a signatory to the Helsinki Convention (HELCOM), the Copenhagen Agreement (with Denmark, Iceland,
Sweden and Norway) and has bilateral agreements with the Russian Federation and with Estonia for joint response.

Permanent facilities
Although there are no permanent oiled wildlife rehabilitation facilities in Finland, there are a number of small bird
rehabilitation centres in southern Finland, which would be called on to assist with follow-up care in the case of large

2© Sea Alarm Foundation, 2014
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numbers of oiled birds.

Current processes
As of 2014, an expert group of volunteer bird ringers is being established as a capture team under the guidance of
SYKE, WWF Finland and appropriate regional authorities.
SYKE is also arranging for the first training session for regional authority coordinators or oiled animals, in cooperation
with Helsinki City Rescue Department, Eastern-Uusimaa Emergency Services Department and WWF Finland.

Documentation and references
General references
ITOPF Country Profile
HELCOM: Baltic Breeding Birds, Baltic Marine Mammals, Redlist
Birdlife International
Finland report to HECOM: National Oiled Wildlife Response Plan  (Document 6/2/INF)

Terms and Conditions

These Country Wildlife Profiles are provided in good faith as a guide only and are based on information
obtained from a variety of sources over a period of time. This information is subject to change and should,
in each case, be independently verified before reliance is placed on it. Country Wildlife Profiles may have

been issued solely to incorporate additional or revised information under one heading only. Each Profile has
 therefore not necessarily been completely verified or updated as at the stated Date of Issue.

Sea Alarm hereby excludes, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any and all liability to any person,
corporation or other entity for any loss, damage or expense resulting from reliance or use of these Country 

Wildlife Profiles.

© Sea Alarm Foundation, 2014

These Country Wildlife Profiles may be reproduced by any means for noncommercial distribution without
addition, deletion or amendment, provided an acknowledgment of the source is given and these Terms &

Conditions are reproduced in full.

These Country Wildlife Profiles may not be reproduced without the prior written permission of
Sea Alarm Foundation either for commercial distribution or with addition, deletion or amendment. 
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Introduction
With a total coastline of 2,389 km, the marine territory of the Federal Republic of Germany includes the North
Sea/Wadden Sea in the northwest and the Bodden Sea/Baltic Sea in the northeast. Low, marshy wetlands with dikes
and mudflats predominate in the North Sea, which includes the North and East Frisian Island groups. The Baltic
coastline, where higher elevations and some steep cliffs predominate, includes two large islands - Rügen and
Usedom. Both seas are known for their abundant bird and seal populations.

At Risk Wildlife
Avian Species - millions of birds of more than 50 different species are found in the Wadden Sea at various times, with
more than 1% of the total northwestern European breeding populations of 21 species nesting there. A further 21
species also nest in the region. Black scoter, ferruginous duck, lesser white-fronted goose, black-tailed godwit and
Eurasian curlew are among the IUCN listed species of concern.

Marine mammals - grey and common (harbour) seals are found in significant numbers in German waters. A number
of cetaceans are also found off the coast of Germany, however the harbour porpoise is the species which strands
most commonly. Fin and sperm whales have also come ashore in Germany but are unlikely to be a concern during a
spill.

Marine Reptiles - while five species of sea turtle have been recorded in the North Sea, only the leatherback is
regularly recorded feeding in the region. Strandings are extremely rare, thus unlikely to be a concern during an oil
spill.

Regional Seas
North East Atlantic Ocean (including the Wadden Sea)
Baltic Sea (including the Bodden Sea).

Past experience
Pallas (1998). The heavy fuel oil spill in Schleswig-Holstein caused the oiling of an estimated 2,500 birds, of which
1,200 were found alive. Efforts were not well coordinated and success was limited, despite the presence of both
national and international oiled wildlife responders.
Duncan Island (2007). At the time of the spill, a draft local response plan for Lower Saxony,  where the spill occurred,
was available. Wildlife response activities were led by the veterinary authority Niedersächsisches Landesamt für
Verbraucherschutz und Lebensmittelsicherheit (LAVES).
Mystery spills (2001, 2004 and 2008). Schleswig-Holstein experienced three spills. In 2001 and 2004 Westküstenpark
St. Peter-Ording managed the responses, getting assistance from International Bird Rescue in 2001 and sending a
majority of the birds to De Fugelpits in the Netherlands in 2004. De Fugelpits also accepted many of the birds from
the 2008 incident.
In addition, staff from Pro Bird e.V. (see Wildlife Responders) responded during the Erika (1999/2000), Prestige
(2002), Tricolor (2003) and other international incidents.

Response: the role of the authorities
The competent national authority for major oil spill management is the Central Command for Maritime Emergencies
(CCME), or Havariekommando, located in Cuxhaven. Section 2 (FB2) of this centre is responsible for offshore
response, aerial surveillance and international affairs. Section 3 (FB3) is responsible for response to spills in coastal
waters and beach cleaning operations.
The CCME is a joint agency of the Federal Waterways and Shipping Board (WSV) and the five Coastal States of
Bremen, Hamburg, Niedersachsen, Mecklenburg-Vorpommen and Scheswig-Holstein allowing for cooperative
response.
Onshore response, including oiled wildlife response, is the responsibility of the coastal Bundesländer. Hamburg and
Bremen are small and likely to adapt guidelines developed by the three larger Bundesländer. Niedersachsen has
developed joint response activities with Schleswig-Holstein.
In Schleswig-Holstein the Ministry of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Areas is the responsible authority for wildlife
response. In Lower Saxony, LAVES is working on this issue. In Mecklenburg-Vorpormmen either the Ministerium fur
Landwirtschaft, Umwelt and Verbraucherschutz (on behalf of the Ministry for Food, Agriculture and Consumer
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Protection and the Ministry for Environment, Energy and Climate Protection), or the Lebensmittelsicherheit und
Veterinärwesen would take the lead.

Oiled wildlife response
Formal guidelines?
Schleswig-Holstein and Niedersachsen (Lower Saxony) have published guidelines for treatment of live, oiled animals.
A draft plan is under development for Mecklenburg-Vorprommen.
A framework plan for all 5 Bundeslander is under development, with the development process being assisted by
CCME.

Response objectives and strategy
The Schleswig-Holstein guidelines cite animal welfare as the reason for euthanasia as the primary response but also
provide strict criteria under which rehabilitation might be allowed in the future.
The focus of Niedersachsen is to try to rehabilitate oiled animals, in combination with euthanasia.
The strategy for Mecklenburg-Vorprommen is under development in the draft oiled wildlife response plan.

Euthanasia or rehabilitation?
See response objectives and strategy

Impact assessment
The ARGE BLMP is the Federal government/Länder coordination group for the North Sea and Baltic marine
environmental monitoring programme and would likely lead impact assessment activities.

Notification and early response
There does not appear to be any clear established procedures for notification and early response. This should be
addressed in the framework plan being developed for all five Bundeslander.

Wildlife responders
Pro Bird e.V. (a cooperative effort of Project Blue Sea e.V., Wildtierstation Hamburg gGmbH, Robbenzentrum Föhr
gGmbH, Paasmühle e.V.,  Wildtierauffangstation Rastede e.V., Wildltierhilfe Lüneburger Heide e.V. and Tierschutz
Aktiv Friesland und Umzu e.V.) have responded both in Germany and in  other parts of Europe, working to
international oiled wildlife response standards.
Pro Bird is an active member of the European Oiled Wildlife Responders and participated in the development of the
European Oiled Wildlife Response Manual.
Tierschutzbund operates a wildlife rehabilitation centre in Schleswig-Holstein and can accommodate approximately
200 oiled birds.

Cooperation between stakeholders
Cooperation between NGOs and authorities is developing under guidance from the Havariekommando.
Germany is a signatory to the Bonn Agreement, Helsinki Convention, DenGerNeth (Denmark Germany Netherlands)
Agreement for response in the Wadden Sea and part of the North Sea, SweDenGer (Sweden Denmark Germany) for
response in the southwestern Baltic and a bilateral agreement with Poland for response in the Pomeranian Bight.

Permanent facilities
Several wildlife rehabilitation centres have space, equipment and capabilities for limited responses. No permanent
national facilities or equipment exist for oiled wildlife care.

Current processes
In Schleswig-Holstein there is a training course developed for authority approved personnel on beach collection of
oiled wildlife.

Documentation and references
General references
General references
ITOPF Country Profile
Birdlife International website (accessed June 2014)
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Baltic Breeding Birds (HELCOM)
Baltic Marine Mammals (HELCOM)
HELCOM Redlist
Progress with the integration of oiled wildlife response into response planning by 2013 (Background document for
2013 HELCOM Ministerial Meeting)
 Report on the first stage of the development of the Baltic Sea Oiled Wildlife
 Rehabilitators group (2014)

Terms and Conditions
These Country Wildlife Profiles are provided in good faith as a guide only and are based on information

obtained from a variety of sources over a period of time. This information is subject to change and should,
in each case, be independently verified before reliance is placed on it. Country Wildlife Profiles may have

been issued solely to incorporate additional or revised information under one heading only. Each Profile has
 therefore not necessarily been completely verified or updated as at the stated Date of Issue.

Sea Alarm hereby excludes, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any and all liability to any person,
corporation or other entity for any loss, damage or expense resulting from reliance or use of these Country

Wildlife Profiles.

© Sea Alarm Foundation, 2017

These Country Wildlife Profiles may be reproduced by any means for noncommercial distribution without
addition, deletion or amendment, provided an acknowledgment of the source is given and these Terms &

Conditions are reproduced in full.

These Country Wildlife Profiles may not be reproduced without the prior written permission of
Sea Alarm Foundation either for commercial distribution or with addition, deletion or amendment.
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Introduction
Latvia is situated between Lithuania to the south and Estonia to the north on the east coast of the Baltic. The Russian
Federation forms its eastern border. Of the country’s 490 km of coastline, 308 km is along the Gulf of Riga, a semi-
enclosed bay shared with Estonia. The Gulf of Riga and the busy Irbe Strait, which is the main route into and out of the
gulf for vessel traffic, are important wintering sites for waterbirds.
Other significant bird areas include North Vidzeme Biosphere Reserve and Marine protected areas Nida-Perkone,
Akmensrags, Irbe Strait, Western Coast of the Gulf of Riga and Deep Sea Area to the West from Tuja.

At Risk Wildlife

Avian Species - marine protected areas (see above) are important overwintering and migration areas for goosander,
little gull, red-throated loon, black-throated loon, velvet scoter, common scoter, long-tailed duck, black guillemot,
common shelduck and razorbill, which are found in high numbers in autumn, winter and spring. Breeding birds of
concern include the velvet scoter, Steller’s and common eider, long-tailed duck, black-tailed godwit, Terek sandpiper,
ruff and southern dunlin.

Marine mammals - three species of marine mammal, grey and ringed seals and harbour porpoise, are found in Latvian
waters. The Eurasian otter, a coastal species which sometimes feeds in the intertidal zone, may also be at risk from oil
spills reaching the shore.

Marine Reptiles - sea turtles are not regularly found in this region.

Regional Seas 
Baltic Sea

Past experience
No major oil spills have been reported in Latvian waters, however small spills resulting from pipeline leaks and oil
handling operations occur each year. The country has experienced several HNS incidents, one in 2007 when the
Golden Sky spilled muriate of potash, and one in 2009 when an uncontrolled chemical reaction occurred in the port of
Riga releasing acetonic cyanohydrin. No oil or HNS incidents have involved significant numbers of wildlife.

Response: the role of the authorities 
A new National oil and chemical spill contingency plan (National Preparedness Plan) was approved in 2010. The
Ministry of Environmental Protection and Regional Development  (State Environmental Service) is the competent
national authority charged with implementing the plan, including wildlife response. The Latvian Coast Guard Service
(part of the Latvian Naval forces under the Ministry of Defence) has the responsibility for response to spills in marine
waters and works in co-operation with the State Environmental Service (SES).  The Fire Fighting and Rescue Service
(under the Ministry of the Interior) has responsibility for shoreline and beach clean-up in cooperation with local
authorities.

Oiled wildlife response
Formal guidelines? 
There is a scheme for cooperation on oiled wildlife response within the National Civil Protection Plan. National
authorities and relevant NGOs have jointly prepared the Guidelines for Oiled Wildlife Care at Marine and Inland Water
Oil Spills. These plans and guidelines have not been tested in a spill situation. In 2014 as part of the BALEX Delta
exercise in Latvia, the communication scheme and collection of oiled animals was exercised on a small scale. 
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Response objectives and strategy
The oiled wildlife response objectives and strategy are under discussion. See below.

Euthanasia or rehabilitation?
As of 2014 there is no consensus on this question. The SES is, however, prepared to start discussions with relevant
authorities and NGOs in developing a position on this issue.

Impact assessment 
The National Preparedness Plan includes wording on assessment of damage to the environment.

Notification and early response 
SES maintains a list of trained responders from a 2009 workshop, however, none have had direct experience of working
at an oiled wildlife response and it is not clear how responders would be activated.

Wildlife responders
Several NGOs have expressed interest in cooperative oiled wildlife response within the Baltic Region, with WWF Latvia
indicating an interest in taking the lead on this project should it go forward. Other NGOs and government agencies
expressing interest include Latvian Fund for Nature, Riga Zoo and the Latvian Nature Conservation Agency
On request, several scientific centres could provide information. The Latvian Environment, Geology ad Meteorology
Agency is responsible for environmental monitoring. The Institute for Aquatic Ecology is responsible for the State
Program for Marine Monitoring. Results of the monitoring project are reported to HELCOM. These entities will likely
oversee the evaluation of the environmental impact of a spill.
The Institute of Biology (University of Latvia) is involved in bird ringing and monitoring.
The Latvian Nature Conservation Agency, a government agency more heavily involved in terrestrial and fresh water
conservation, but doing some work on limiting environmental pollution as part of the BaltCICA project.

Cooperation between stakeholders
The national authorities and the Latvian Ornithological Society have worked together in developing baseline oiled
wildlife response plans and guidelines but none of the other interested NGOs have worked with government agencies or
the Ornithological Society on oiled wildlife response efforts. As no significant spills have occurred, cooperation during an
event remains to be tested.
There is cooperation between Latvian and Estonian authorities on oil spill response, suggesting that similar cooperation
could occur between the NGOs of these two countries.
Latvia is a member of HELCOM.

Permanent facilities
No specialised permanent oiled wildlife rescue/rehabilitation facilities exist.
Riga Zoo and the Latvian Fund for Nature have expressed interest in oiled wildlife response as part of a Baltic network
but neither organisation has experience with oiled wildlife.

Current processes
Latvian NGOs and government agencies have expressed interest in the potential for a cooperative Baltic Region oiled
wildlife response system, should this process move forward.

Documentation and references
General references
General references
ITOPF Profile
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Birdlife International
Baltic Breeding Birds (HELCOM)
Baltic Marine Mammals (HELCOM)
HELCOM Redlist
Report on the first stage of the development of the Baltic Sea Oiled Wildlife Rehabilitators group (Sea Alarm 2014)
Latvian Nature Conservation Agency homepage -  www.daba.gov.lv/public/eng/
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Introduction
Lithuania is situated on the eastern coast of the Baltic Sea, bordering Latvia to the north, Belarus to the southeast,
Poland and the Kaliningrad Oblast of the Russian Federation to the southwest. The 98 km sandy coast may be divided
into the northern part of the Curonian Spit (a thin, curved sand dune peninsula that separates the Curonian Lagoon from
the Baltic Sea) and the sector north of Klaipeda. 
Traffic lanes from and to the Klaipeda harbour and the Buddinge Oil Terminal cross Lithaunian coastal waters. Under
rough weather conditions navigation to and from Klaipėda port can be challenging due to high wave action into the
Klaipėda Strait.
Russian pipeline terminals are located at Primorsk (Russia), Ventspils and Butinge (Lithuania). From here, tankers
transit to and from Baltic Sea shipping routes and the Gulf of Finland where other Russian oil terminals are located.

At Risk Wildlife
Avian Species - Lithuanian waters serve as an important wintering area for a wide range of waterbirds. The southern
region hosts internationally important winter concentrations of red and black-throated divers, long-tailed duck and velvet
scoter that arrive from the Gulf of Riga. The northern region, especially the area off Palanga, is the second-largest Baltic
wintering site for the globally threatened Steller’s eider. Concentrations observed here generally represent 5 % of the
total wintering population in the Barents, White and Baltic Seas. Breeding birds of concern include the southern dunlin,
ruff and greater scaup.

Marine mammals - Harbour porpoise and grey seals are the only marine mammals commonly found on the Lithuanian
coast. Other species would be considered rare or vagrant.

Marine Reptiles - No sea turtles are regularly found in this area.

Regional Seas
Baltic Sea

Past experience 
Lithuania has experienced a number of medium-sized spills such as the Globe Assimi (1982), the Rudolf Breitcheid
(1988) and the North Pacific (2001). There is no reference to any oiled wildlife response during these spills. In 1995 and
1997 mass mortalities of seabirds, primarily long-tailed ducks and velvet scoters, were linked to oil, however, oil source,
location of spill and amount of oil spilled is not known.

Response: the role of the authorities
The National Oil Spill Contingency Plan places overall responsibility for oil spill contingency planning and response with
the Maritime Search and Rescue Coordination Centre (MRCC Klaipéda) of the Lithuanian Maritime Safety
Administration (Ministry of Transport and Communication). Under this system the Lithuanian Navy responds in the
Baltic and is generally responsible for all aspects of the operation.
The Lithuanian Coast Guard responds in the Curonian Lagoon and each port authority is responsible for cleanup in its
own port. Shoreline cleanup is the responsibility of the Fire and Rescue Service of the Ministry of the Interior and the
individual municipalities.
The Marine Environment Protection Agency (Regional Environmental Protection Department, Ministry of Environment)
is the designated agency for overall responsibility for oiled wildlife response.

Oiled wildlife response
Formal guidelines?
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Oiled wildlife response is being considered in the overall pollution response planning process under the Ministries of
Environment, Defence and Interior, but as of 2014 no formal guidelines exist.

Response objectives and strategy 
N/A

Euthanasia or rehabilitation?
Rehabilitation may be undertaken as directed by the Lithuanian Sea Museum under the present system.

Impact assessment
Present guidelines are not in place.

Notification and early response
In case of an oiled wildlife incident, the National Coast Guard and the Klaipeda State Seaport Authority will notify the
Ministry of Environment. The Lithuanian Sea Museum is technically responsible for oiled marine wildlife response.

Wildlife responders
The Lithuanian Fund for Nature and the Lithuanian Society for the Protection of Animals are national organisations
potentially interested in being involved in oiled wildlife response but no organisation in the country has experience. With
such a limited coastline there is not significant interest in developing a large response system within the country. There
is a strong likelihood that, in the event of an oil spill, help would be requested from neighbouring country NGOs with
oiled wildlife response experience.
Other national organisations which may be able to assist in a response include the Lithuanian Ornithological Society
and the Lithuanian Bird Ringing Center of the Zoological Museum in Kaunas. The Institute of Ecology of Nature
Research Centre and the Marine Science and Technology Center of the Ministry of the Environment may provide
assistance with impact assessment.

Cooperation between stakeholders
There is no specific cooperation, at present, between NGOs, scientific institutions and government agencies in the area
of oiled wildlife response.

Lithuania is a signatory to the Helsinki Convention (HELCOM).

Permanent facilities
There are no permanent facilities for oiled wildlife response. The Lithuanian Sea Museum’s Dolphinarium may be willing
to rescue and rehabilitate oiled marine mammals at their facility, although they have no experience.

Current processes
N/A

Documentation and references
General references
ITOPF Country Profile
Birdlife International
HELCOM Redlist
Baltic Marine Mammals (HELCOM)
Baltic Breeding Birds (HELCOM)
Zydelis et al. 2006. Beached bird surveys in Lithuania reflect marine oil pollution and bird mortality in fishing nets.
Marine Ornithology 34:161-166
Progress with the integration of oiled wildlife response into response planning (Background document for 2013
HELCOM Ministerial Meeting)
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Report on the first stage of the development of the Baltic Sea Oiled Wildlife Rehabilitators group (Sea Alarm 2014)
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Introduction
Poland is bordered by Germany to the west, the Czech Republic and Slovakia to the south, the Ukraine and Belarus to
the east, the Baltic to the northwest, the Kaliningrad Oblast and Lithuania to the northeast. The country’s 775 km of
coastline are comprised of sand dune, delta/estuary, lagoon and cliff areas.
In addition to its own ports of Szczecin, Gydnia and Gdansk, Kaliningrad (Russia) and Klaipeda (Lithuania) harbours are
nearby.
High risk areas include vulnerable coastal habitats near harbours, such as Szczecin Lagoon at the mouth of the Odra
(Oder) River, the nearby Bay of Pomerania and the Gulf of Gdansk, as well as offshore areas such as the Slupsk Bank.

At Risk Wildlife

Avian Species - from December to February, Puck Bay, Szczecin Lagoon and the Bay of Pomerania are among the
most important wintering areas for a variety of seabirds including the HELCOM Redlisted long-tailed duck, velvet scoter
and red-necked grebe. Szczecin Lagoon is also a critical stopover point for migrating birds. Locally important wintering
areas include the Swina River delta. The mouth of Przekop Wisly (Vistula cross-cut) is an important nesting area for
breeding waterbirds in spring and summer.

Marine mammals - three species of seal, grey, ringed and common (harbour) are found off the coast of Poland, with one
species of cetacean, the harbour porpoise, also regularly seen. Other marine mammals are rarely, if ever seen here.

Marine Reptiles - no sea turtles are reported in this region.

Regional Seas
Baltic Sea.

Past experience
There have been no major spills in Polish waters, however, a few minor spills have resulted in the rescue of small
numbers of birds, primarily mute swans, which were taken to nearby coastal wildlife rehabilitation centres.

Response: the role of the authorities
As directed by the Ministry of Transport, Construction and Maritime Economy, a National Contingency Plan was
developed by the Maritime Search and Rescue Service (SAR), which maintains the Marine Rescue Coordination
Centre. Local contingency plans are coordinated by the SAR and approved by the Director of SAR. The National State
Fire Service is responsible for response to pollution on land, including beach and coastal cleanup.
The Ministry of the Environment is the lead agency for oiled wildlife response, however no plan is in place as of 2014.

Oiled wildlife response
Formal guidelines? 
No formal guidelines are in place for oiled wildlife,

Response objectives and strategy
Objectives and strategy have not been defined.

Euthanasia or rehabilitation?
It is expected that rehabilitation will be allowed, with WWF Poland likely functioning as lead response group.

Impact assessment
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The University of Gdansk carries out regular seabird counts and beached bird surveys in the Gulf of Gdansk under
HELCOM Nature Protection and Biodiversity guidelines. They would be mobilised via WWF Poland if necessary.. 

Notification and early response
SAR would likely contact WWF Poland in the case of impacts on birds, however there is currently no formal notification
and response process in place.

Wildlife responders
WWF Poland now functions as lead organisation for oiled wildlife response but has limited oil spill experience. There
are numerous small NGOs which rehabilitate oiled wildlife from small spills and chronic oiling situations but capacity and
expertise vary greatly between facilities. The Wild Bird Rehabilitation Centre at Warsaw Zoo has veterinarians with
avian expertise.

Cooperation between stakeholders
Cooperation between authorities and NGOs within Poland has yet to be formalised.  At present cooperation at all levels
is limited.

Poland is a signatory to the Helsinki Convention (HELCOM) and holds bilateral agreements with Russia and Germany
for mutual response.

Permanent facilities
There are a number of wildlife hospitals in Poland, some of which handle oiled birds and none are designed for a large
response. There is a marine mammal facility at the University of Gdansk field station (Hel Marine Station, Morska) that
may be able to accommodate marine mammals.

Current processes
In 2014, WWF Poland received first responder training from WWF Finland.

Documentation and references 
General references
ITOPF Country Profile
Birdlife International
Baltic Breeding Birds (HELCOM)
Baltic Marine Mammals (HELCOM)
HELCOM Redlist
Progress with the integration of oiled wildlife response into response planning by 2013 (HELCOM background
document for 2013 Ministerial Meeting) 
Report on the first stage of the development of the Baltic Sea Oiled Wildlife Rehabilitators (Sea Alarm 2014)
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Introduction
The Russian coast of the Baltic Sea borders the Gulf of Finland (easternmost waters of the Baltic Sea), which is
shared by Finland, Estonia and Russia. The total length of the Gulf of Finland coastline in the Russian Federation is
over 512 km. The coastline of the islands is about 170 km. long. The border of the Russian part starts from the mouth
of the river Narva in the south, goes through the Narva Bay to the north, turns round Gogland Island and continues
along the northern coast, west of the entance to the Gulf of Vyborg.

The Baltic Sea is globally a unique, sensitive, northern brackish-water ecosystem, with a mixture of species found in
oceans and freshwaters. The uniqueness is reflected in many international conservation networks such as Important
Bird Areas (IBA-areas), Baltic Sea Protected areas (BSPA) established by Helsinki Commission, RAMSAR-sites,
National parks, Seal Sanctuaries and several large NATURA 2000 areas. In April 2004, the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) classified the Baltic Sea as Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas (PSSAs). In the Russian part of the
Gulf of Finland there are 10 key ornithological areas of European or global significance.

The Baltic Sea is an area of outstanding importance for wintering seabirds making these areas of utmost importance
and thus at risk from oil spills and other discharges of pollutants. It is also an important migratory route, especially for
waterfowl, geese and waders nesting in the Arctic tundra.
In spring, the Gulf of Finland is a natural ‘funnel’, where the streams of migrants are drawn from the south-west. They
reach maximum concentrations in the Neva Bay and the Bay of Vyborg. During summer and autumn migrations,
thousands of swans, geese, ducks, sandpipers, gulls and terns concentrate along the coast of the Gulf of Finland.
More than 30 species of water birds breed along the coasts of the Baltic Sea. Common eider, Somateria mollissima,
tufted duck, Aythya fuligula, red-breasted merganser, Mergus serrator, redshank, Tringa totanus, sandpiper, Actitis
hypoleucos, as well as herring gull, Larus argentatus, arctic tern, Sterna paradisaea, and common tern, Sterna
hirundo, are all characteristic species along the Baltic Sea coasts. Razorbill guillemot, Alca torda, black guillemot,
Cepphus grylle, and guillemot, Uria aalge, are truly marine bird species nesting on small islands or steep rocks. The
Baltic Sea is one of two breeding areas for the Caspian tern.

In particular, the diverse archipelagos, seashores and underwater ecosystems of the Gulf of Finland have high
ecological values. The countless islands of the Gulf are important breeding sites for seabirds and the seas are resting
and feeding areas for large numbers of divers, ducks and seabirds on passage and in winter.

In the Russian part of the Gulf of Finland marine mammals are represented by the Baltic subspecies of ringed seal
(Phoca hispida botnica) and grey seal (Halichoerus grypus). Both species are included in the Red Books.
The ringed seal occurs in the Gulf of Finland all year round, although a seasonal changes of habitats is characteristic.
When the sea surface is free from ice,the selas stay in the southern part of the Gulf of Finland, but no further
eastwards. The largest haul-outs of the ringed seals are near the islands Vigrund and Khitamatola. In May-June and
in September-November, the ringed seals forms haul-outs of several dozen individuals near Remisaar Island and on
the Tiskolskiy Reef. Small groups of 10-15 seals are common in the islands Malyy Tyuters and Malyy, and single
anmals climb the stones along the coast of the Kurgalskiy Penisula and the islands Bolshoy Tyuters, Moschchnyy
and sometimes Seskar Island. The ringed seals cub on ice to the south and southeast of the Beryozovyye Islands.
Thus the seals migrate to the northern coast of the Gulf of Finland for cubing, and moulting, and move to the southern
coast in summer. In the middle of summer, they migrate from the coast to the deep areas.
In winter, the grey seal can be found in the Russia part of the Gulf of Finland. In summer, they can be seen at the
southern coast of the Gulf. In the north, only single individuals are found in the region of the Khalikarty reefs. In the
southern part of the Gulf, the breeding grounds of the grey seal can be foubd on the Malyy Tyuters Island, on the reef
near the Vigrund Island and in the Khitamatola Island, which is a part of the Kurgalskiy Reef.
The Gulf of Finland and the Archipelago Sea are particularly sensitive to pollution. The concentrations of hazardous
substances are persistently high in the Gulf and in the Baltic Sea. Oil pollution prevention is further hampered by the
intricate shape of the coastline with its many islands and narrow channels, as well as by darkness and cold and icy
conditions in the winter.
The Baltic Sea has always been an important route for shipping activities, at present also for oil transportation as
there are several important oil terminals in Finland, Russia, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. Since 2001, the Baltic Sea
has experienced a notably increase in tanker traffic volume due to the inauguration of the Primorsk terminal at St.
Petersburg, which clearly poses a threat to the wildlife from spills and discharges. At present, oil movements within
the Baltic are dominated by the export of Russian crude and refined oils. Oil pollution prevention is further hampered
by the intricate shape of the coastline with its many islands and narrow channels, as well as by darkness and cold
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and icy conditions in the winter. The HELCOM statistics on ship accidents quite clearly indicate that the highest risk
for accidents is in the entrances to ports, the Gulf of Finland and the southwestern Baltic, including the Danish straits.
A gas pipeline planned to be constructed on the seabed of the Baltic Sea, which will link Russia and Germany via the
Baltic Sea, will begin in spring 2010 as planned. The Russian part of the Nord-stream project -122 km of gas pipeline
in the Gulf of Finland.

Regional Seas
Baltic Sea (Gulf of Finland, Gulf of Bothnia, Gulf of Riga)

Past experience
Oil spills occur more or less regularly in the Baltic Sea. The region has experience major oil spills, including the
TANKER URSS 1 (22000 t. crude, 1977), GLOBE ASSIMI (16000 t. fuel-cargo-, 1979) ANTONIO GRAMSCI (55500
t. crude, 1987), VOLGONEFT (700-800 t. of waste oil, 1990), BALTIC CARRIER (2700 t. of oil, 2001), Fu Shan Hai
(1200 t. of fuel oil, 2003). The two latest incidents caused an oiled wildlife incident. The BALTIC CARRIER, which
occurred off the Danish coastline, approximately 20,000 seabirds were contaminated (WWF). The bird species most
affected were Eider ducks, (Somateria spp), Long-tailed Duck (Clangula hyemalis), Red-breasted Merganser (Mergus
serrato), Goosander (Mergus merganser) and Swans (Cygnus ssp). The Fu Shan Hai (1200 t. of fuel oil, 2003)
occurred in Ertholmene archipelago ( (Denmark), which  is designated as a EU habitat area, EU bird protection area
and Natura 2000 area. An estimated number of 1100-1600 seabirds, mainly auks and eiders, were killed in the spill.
In Estonia, in January 2006, a small mystery spill of about 8 t of HFO caused an oiled wildlife incident in which ca
3000 birds became oiled, of which 500 alive.

Many illegal oil spills along the shipping routes kills a very large number of birds each year when no oil is detected on
shores. About ten dead seals are found at the coasts of the islands each year. In 1991-1992 mass mortality of ringed
seals was registered: more than 150 dead bodies of mostly adult seals were found along the coasts and on the
islands of the Gulf of Finland.

Response: the role of the authorities
The Russian Federal Contingency Plan for Oil Spill Prevention and Response at Sea  was developed at the request
of the RF Ministry of Transport and adopted by RF Ministry of Transport, RF Ministry of Natural Resources, RF
Ministry of Civil Defense Issues and Emergency Situation and Response to Natural Disasters (EMERCOM) in July
2003.

The Regional OSCP for the Baltic Sea Region of Russia has been finally approved in 2005 by the Ministry of
Transport and includes comprehensive environmental sensitivity maps.

The competent national authority for oil spill management and clean-up at sea is the State Marine Pollution Control &
Salvage Administration (SMPCSA) of the Ministry of Transport. The State Marine Pollution Control, Salvage and
Rescue Administration (MPCSA) which includes the State Maritime Search and Rescue Coordination Centre
(SMRRC) in Moscow and the eight Maritime Search and Rescue Coordination SubCentre (MRRC) spread along the
regions, serves as the national and international contact point for marine pollution emergency situations. The Ministry
of Emergency Situations (EMERCOM) is responsible for the shore clean-up operations, in cooperation with local
municipalities.

The Federal Supervisory Natural Resources Management Service of the Ministry of Natural Resources of the
Russian Federation (MNR) will assume responsibility for an oiled wildlife response. The Commission on Prevention
and Response to Emergency Situations and on Securing of Fire Safety, which consists on representatives of relevant
federal, regional and municipal bodies will play a coordinator role for an oiled wildlife response.

Oiled wildlife response
Formal guidelines?
Russia (Baltic Sea) does not have an oiled wildlife response plan in place. However, very basic guidelines have been
addressed in the Oil Spill Contingency Plan.

Response objectives and strategy
No strategy has been predefined
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Euthanasia or rehabilitation?
The authorities will allow the rehabilitation of the oiled animals. According to the Ministry of Natural Resources,
personnel for rescuing and rehabilitating oiled wildlife were trained in January 2008. However, most likely national
NGOs do not have local expertise or facilities, will make that the direction and oversight of any wildlife response team
will most likely be undertaken by international expertise.
As yet neither protocols on rehabilitation of oiled wildlife nor safety protocols for responders do not exist.

Impact assessment
The corpses of dead animals will be collected for counting before the will be disposed of by the authorities. Post-spill
impact studies have not been conducted.

Notification and early response
In case of an oil spill incident, the Ministry of Transport will be informed. Subsequently the
In case of an oiled wildlife incident, a formal notification scheme is not in place, but the Ministry of Emergency
Situations (EMERCOM) can be expected to notify Federal Supervisory Natural Resources Management Service of
the Ministry of Natural Resources of the Russian Federation (MNR).

Wildlife responders
There is no reference of the existence of a wildlife rehabilitation centre or dedicated organisations in Russia coastline
of the Baltic Sea who would respond to an oiled wildlife incident.
The most active Russian organisation in the Baltic region is the Baltic Fund for Nature (BFN) of the St Petersburg
Society of Naturalists (SPNS) which aims to facilitate the development of scientific projects, educational and
informational programmes on nature protection in the Baltic regions of the Russian Federation. It is member of the
Sweden-based international organisation the Coalition Clean Baltic (CCB) that promotes the protection and
improvement of the Baltic Sea environment and natural resources, and in turn is a member of the International World
Conservation Union (IUCN).
The others CCB members in Russia are, which can provide useful information and contacts during an oiled wildlife
incident, includes the Ecodefense (Kaliningrad), Green World (St. Petersburg), Neva River Clearwater (St.
Petersburg), The Guide Environmental Group (Kaliningrad), The Greens of Karelia (Karelia region) and the Centre for
Environmental Information (St. Petersburg). Eco-defense together with another organisation, the International Socio-
Ecological Union, who addresses among others, animal welfare, marine and oil pollution issues, were both involved
in an oil spill exercise (15th June, 2005, Kola Bay, Murmansk). Bellona, a science-based environmental organization
working on oil and gas issues in the northern areas of Russia but also at the Russian part of Nord-stream project,
could provide relevant information and have experience in coast clean up as followed a training organized by WWF-
Murmansk. The Russian Regional Environmental Centre (RREC), which assists in the co-operation at international,
national and regional levels among different stakeholders addressing environmental problems, could be reached as
well.
International NGOs are actively involved in programmes and projects in relation to marine conservation and energy
issues, including World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) and Greenpeace.

Cooperation between stakeholders
The cooperation in the field of oiled wildlife response activities between the stakeholders and the authorities are
conducted in the framework of the Commission on Prevention and Response to Emergency Situations and on
Securing of Fire Safety.

Permanent facilities
There are neither records of any permanent oiled wildlife rescue/rehabilitation facilities nor equipment for treating
oiled wildlife.

Current processes
A questionnaire on oiled wildlife response completed by Russia Federation and the other Contracting Parties at
HELCOM RESPONSE have been sent to Sea Alarm and World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF-Finland).Oiled wildlife
response should become an integrated element in HELCOM RESPONSE’s working programme.
An annual international pollution response exercise called BALEX DELTA 2008 (in August), organised by HELCOM
simulated a major oil spill from an offshore platform outside Kaliningrad, Russia. Up to 20 oil-pollution-combating
ships and other vessels from six HELCOM Member States - Denmark, Finland, Lithuania, Poland, Russia and
Sweden supported by helicopters took part in the exercise. Also, the European Union was represented by one
response vessel chartered by the European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA). In addition, about 40 observers from
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Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Russia and Sweden, as well as EMSA monitored the actions of
the response units.

Documentation and references
General references
http://www.ccb.se/documents/Russia.pdf
http://www.helcom.fi/press_office/news_helcom/en_GB/BALEX_DELTA_2008_results/
http://www.itopf.co.uk/information-services/country-profiles/regional.html
http://meeting.helcom.fi/c/document_library/get_file?folderId=73836&name=DLFE-29591.pdf
http://www.baltic.vtt.fi/balticinfo/text_files/chapter7.2.html
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Introduction
The Kingdom of Sweden, on the Scandinavian Peninsula in Northern Europe, is bordered by the Baltic Sea (Gulf of
Bothnia in the east, Kattegat and Skagerak in the west), Norway (west) and Finland (north/north-east). Its 3,218 km of
coastline is comprised largely of small islands and reefs to the east and southwest, with sand beaches predominating in
the south.
In terms of risk, the Gulf of Bothnia ranks low as it does not have major shipping routes crossing it. Many small spills
and chronic pollution events occur each year in the Swedish part of the Baltic, most commonly along the coastline
between Västra Götaland in the west (Skagerrak) and Stockholm.

At Risk Wildlife

Avian Species - the Baltic Sea is an important wintering area for seabirds, with numbers approaching ten million birds of
about 30 different species. Species of concern, including long-tailed duck, common and velvet scoter, red-breasted
merganser and common eider, winter in the area in significant numbers. HELCOM listed breeding species of concern
include southern dunlin, ruff and greater scaup.

Marine mammals - Grey and common (harbour) seals, and harbour porpoise are the most common marine mammal 
species. Grey seal populations are found mainly in the Stockholm Archipelago and the Aland. Sea Ringed seals, while
less numerous, are regularly seen in the Gulf of Bothnia.
Other species are rarely seen.

Marine Reptiles - sea turtles are rare in Swedish waters, and are thus, not a concern during an oil spill.

Regional Seas
Baltic Sea (including the Kattegat and Gulf of Bothnia )
North Sea (Skagerrak)

Past experience
To date, Sweden has experienced four major maritime emergencies:
The Volgoneft (1989), the Baltic Carrier (2001), the Fu Shan Hai (2003) and a spill resulting from a collision of two ships
off the island of Tjörn (2011). An oiled wildlife activity response was mounted during the Fu Shan Hai incident with a
reported 6-7,00 birds oiled, 3000 of which were mute swans. Both rescue and field euthanasia were attempted but 
these efforts resulted in many of the birds scattering over 200 km of coastline. In total 67 birds were captured and taken
into a rehabilitation centre, of which 42 survived to be released. Less than 100 birds were collected dead from beaches.
The 2011 incident resulted in a small number of birds being taken to Gothenburg Bird Centre (Göteborgs Fågelcentral).
Details of total birds affected by the spill and success rates are not available. 

Response: the role of the authorities
The Swedish Coast Guard, under the Ministry of Defence has national responsibility for pollution incidents both at sea
and in the Vänem, Vättern and Mälaren Lakes. Local municipalities are responsible for shoreline, municipal harbour and
some private harbour cleanup.  The Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB) supports the municipalities with R&D,
training and by supplying additional response equipment in regional stockpiles.
MSB is also is the responsible wildlife authority. MSB allows the Katastrofhjälp Fåglar och Vilt  Riksförbund (KFV-
Riksförbund or Swedish Wildlife Rehabilitators Association) to respond to oiled wildlife, however, membership in KFV is
concentrated in southern Sweden.
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Oiled wildlife response
Formal guidelines?
There are no formal guidelines in place at the national level, but it was recently decided that the Swedish Environment
institute is responsible for developing (as of 2015) a national plan for oiled wildlife response.

Response objectives and strategy
Objectives and strategy will be developed as part of the planning process.

Euthanasia or rehabilitation?
KFV is allowed to rehabilitate oiled wildlife but field euthanasia may continue to be utilised as well.

Impact assessment
The Environmental Protection Agency (Naturvårdsverket) would likely oversee impact assessment, advising
municipalities and county boards as needed. Databases and sensitivity maps are in place at the regional level. The
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences is commissioned by the Swedish government to perform environmental 
monitoring and assessment, and thus would likely be involved in impact assessment.
The Swedish Ornithological Society, a Birdlife International partners, may be involved in data collection as well.

Notification and early response
The Swedish Coast Guard, the spill notification point, would inform the State Environmental Service in the event that
wildlife is involved.

Wildlife responders
KFV-Riksförbund are the recognised wildlife responders. KFV is an association of a large number of rehabilitators who
work on animals mainly in a volunteer capacity. The organisation’s membership is largely concentrated in the south of
the country, with several rehabilitation centres having resources in place and varying levels of experience. 

Cooperation between stakeholders
KFV works well with the relevant government agencies, other rehabilitation facilities and stakeholders, and neighbouring
country responders, and has developed mutual oiled wildlife response guidelines with Estonia and Finland.

Sweden is a signatory to the Helsinki Convention (HELCOM), the Copenhagen Agreement (with Denmark, Finland, 
Iceland and Norway), the Bonn Agreement for the North Sea, and a trilateral agreement SweDenGer (with Denmark
and Germany) for response in the southwestern Baltic.

Permanent facilities
There are a number of wildlife rehabilitation facilities with capacity to care for up to 100 birds. Many of the groups work
cooperatively within Sweden and have supported each other during spill or chronic oil responses.

Current processes
As part of HELCOM requirements, Sweden is in the process of integrating oiled wildlife response into their National
Contingency Plan.
It was recently decided that the Swedish Environment institute is responsible for developing a national plan for oiled
wildlife response.

Documentation and references
General references
ITOPF Country Profile
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EnSaCo Project Report (http://projects.centralbaltic.eu/project/418-ensaco-oil-spill)
Baltic Breeding Birds List (HELCOM)
HELCOM Redlist
Baltic Marine Mammals (HELCOM) 
Progress with the integration of oiled wildlife response into response planning by 2013 (HELCOM report) 
Report on the first stage of development of the Baltic Sea Oiled Wildlife Rehabilitators (Sea Alarm 2014)
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